Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a composition operator C^f = f o <f> to be compact on the Bloch space & and on the little Bloch space 38$ . Weakly compact composition operators on £ § § are shown to be compact. If <t> 6 3 § § is a conformai mapping of the unit disk D into itself whose image <¡>(H) approaches the unit circle T only in a finite number of nontangential cusps, then C$ is compact on 3g § . On the other hand if there is a point of T n <p(H>) at which <£(D) does not have a cusp, then C¿ is not compact.
It is well known that 38 is a Banach space under the norm WfU = 1/(0)1 +sup(l-|z|2)|/'(z)| ze» and that 3$ § is a closed subspace of 33. Furthermore, 33 is isometrically isomorphic to the second dual of 33q and the inclusion JócJ corresponds to the canonical imbedding of 3 §o into 380** [ACP] . It is a simple consequence of the Schwarz-Pick lemma [A] that a holomorphic mapping <f> of the unit disk into itself induces a bounded composition operator C^f = f°4> on 3$ . Indeed, if / 6 ¿B, then (1 -|z|2)|(/o 0)'(Z)| < J!fe(l -|z|2)|0'(z)| , and the right-hand side tends to 0 as \z\ -* 1. In Section 2 the compact composition operators on 38q and on 38 will be characterized in terms of the quotient t=u7^)ïiI</,'(z)I • A bounded linear operator T:X -* Y from the Banach space X to the Banach space Y is weakly compact if T takes bounded sets in X into relatively weakly compact sets in Y. Gantmacher's theorem [D, p. 21 ] asserts that T is weakly compact if and only if T**(X**) c Y where T** denotes the second adjoint of T. This theorem and the characterization of compact operators on 38q will be used to show that every weakly compact composition operator on 33o is compact.
In Section 3 the results of Section 2 will be applied to certain univalent functions 0 which map D into itself. It is known that such functions belong to 380 [P, p. 12] ; and it will be clear from Section 2 that if ||0||oo < 1, then C¿ is compact on 38q . On the other hand if Halloo = 1 and there is a point of Tn0 (D) at which 0(D) does not have a cusp, then Q is not compact. However if T n 0(D) consists of only one point at which 0(D) has a nontangential cusp, then Q is compact on 380.
2. Compactness Theorem 1 gives a precise description of those 0 which induce compact composition operators on &0 ■ It will be useful first to give a criterion for compactness in 380. Lemma 1. A closed set K in 38$ is compact if and only if it is bounded and satisfies (3) lim sup(l -|z|2)|/'(z)| = 0. l*i-»i/€J: Proof. First suppose that K is compact and let e > 0. Choose an e/2-net f\, f2, ... , fn m K. There is an r, 0 < r < 1, such that (1 -|z|2)|^'(z)| < e/2 if \z\ > r, 1 < i < ft. tf f € K, ||/ -f \\& < e/2 for some f and so (1 -|z|2)|/'(z)| < \\f-Ma + (1 -|z|2)l¿'U)l < i whenever \z\ > r. This establishes (3).
On the other hand if AT is a closed bounded set which satisfies (3) and (fn) is a sequence in K, then by Montel's theorem there is a subsequence (f"k ) which converges uniformly on compact subsets of D to some holomorphic function /. Then also (f') converges uniformly to /' on compact subsets of D. By (3), if .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use e > 0, there is an r, 0 < r < 1, such that for ail g £K, (1 -|z|2)|g'(z)| < e/2 if \z\ > r. It follows that (1 -|z|2)|/'(z)| < e/2 if \z\ > r. Since (f"k) converges uniformly to / and (/¡J ) converges uniformly to /' on \z\ < r, it follows that limsup^oo \\f"k-f\\<g < e . Since e > 0, lim^^ \\f"k -f\\<% = 0 and so K is compact. ™F'*'wl<e whenever |0(z)| > r. Proof. First assume that (5) holds. In order to prove that C¿ is compact on 33 it is enough to show that if (/") is a bounded sequence in 33 which converges to 0 uniformly on compact subsets of D, then \\f" o <p\\& -»0, Let M = sup" \\fn\\& . Given e > 0 there exists r, 0 < r < 1, such that ^IUmiW (z)\ <
On the other hand, fn o 0(0) ^0 and (1 -\w\2)\fi(w)\ -> 0 uniformly for \w\ < r. Since
it follows that for large enough n, \fn°<t>(0)\ < f and (l-|z|2)|(/"o0)'(z)| < § if |0(z)| < r. Hence \\fn o 0||_^ < e for large n . Now assume that (5) fails. Then there exists a subsequence (z") in D and an e > 0 such that \zn\ -* 1 and rq¿r^)p#'(zn)l > e f°r au n ■ Passing to a subsequence if necessary it may be assumed that wn = 0(z") -» wq £ T. Let f"(z) = log {_L z . Then (fn) converges to fo uniformly on compact subsets of D. On the other hand,
w" -w0 1 -w0w" for all n, so C$fn does not converge to C^fo in norm. Hence Q, is not compact.
It is important to note that although (4) implies (5), since in this case Q, on 33 is the second adjoint of C¿ on 33o, the two conditions are not equivalent. Condition (4) implies that 0 £ 33q , while there certainly exist functions 0 $ 38o which satisfy (5). Indeed, any 0 for which ||0||oo < 1 satisfies (5) trivially A sequence (w") in D is said to be //-separated if p(wn, wm)
// whenever m ^ n . Thus an //-separated sequence consists of points which are uniformly far apart in the pseudohyperbolic metric on D, or equivalently, the hyperbolic balls A(wn , r) = {z \ p(z, w") < r} are pairwise disjoint for some r > 0. Evidently any sequence (w") in D which satisfies |iu"| -» 1 possesses an //-separated subsequence for any n > 0. In particular, if the sequence (w") in the proof of Theorem 2 is //-separated, then the calculation in the proof shows that \\C^,fm -C^,fn\\ > en whenever m ^ n, so (C^/") has no norm convergent subsequences. Another property of separated sequences is contained in the next proposition. This proposition is related to some interpolation results of Rochberg [RR1, RR2] . Since the method of proof is precisely the same as Rochberg's, a proof will only be sketched. Proposition 1. There is an absolute constant R > 0 such that if (wn) is Rseparated, then for every bounded sequence (A") there is an f £ 33 such that (l-\wn\2)f'(wn)=Anforalln.
The idea of the proof is to consider two operators S:38 -+ l°° given by S(f)n = (l-\wn\2)f '(wn) and T:l°° -> 33 given by
where k = (A") £ l°°. The proposition will follow if it can be shown that ||7 -ST|| < 1, for then ST will be invertible and so S will be onto. The symbol C will denote a constant whose value changes from place to place but and the last integral can be made arbitrarily small uniformly in n if R is chosen close enough to 1. This provides the desired estimate. Since every sequence (w") with \w"\ -> 1 contains an i?-separated subsequence (w"k), it follows that there is an f £38 such that (1 -\w"k\2)f'(w"k) = 1 for all k. This will be used in the proof of the next theorem. for all n . Since 0 £ 380, |0(z")| -> 1, and by passing to a subsequence it may be assumed that (0(z")) is i?-separated. If f £38 ,
Since (0(z")) is ^-separated, an application of Proposition 1 produces an f £ 38 such that (1 -|0(zn)|2)|(Q/)'(z")| = 1, for all n. Since (1 -\zn\2)\{C^f)'{zn)\ > e and |z"| -> 1, C^f $. &o and so C¿ is not weakly compact.
A slight refinement of these arguments will show that a noncompact composition operator on 33o must be an isomorphism on a subspace isomorphic to the sequence space Co . This is not surprising since 38o is known to be isomorphic to c0.
Examples
As remarked in the introduction any holomorphic mapping 0 of the unit disk into itself satisfying ||0||oo < 1 induces a compact composition operator on 38 and also on 330 if 0 € 38o. On the other hand it is easy to see that if 0 has a finite angular derivative at some point of T, then Q, cannot be compact. Indeed, 0 has an angular derivative at C € T if the nontangential limit eu = /(C) e T exists and if the quotient ^Z¡Z{^ converges to some complex number p, as z -> Ç nontangentially. It is known that p / 0, and the Julia-Carathéodory lemma shows that il7lzl|s|0'(z)| converges to Çoep ^ 0 nontangentially. Applying Theorem 1 or 2 as appropriate shows that C<$, is not compact It turns out, however, that 0 can push the disk much more sharply into itself and still induce a noncompact composition operator. The easiest way to see this is to consider the functions 0¿,a(z) = 1 -A(l -z)a , 0 < X, a < 1. It is easy to see that (j>x,a £ &o and that 4>x,a maps D onto a region which behaves at 1 like a Stolz angle of opening na. If Q were compact on 38o, composition with log rr^ would yield a function in 38o , but an easy calculation shows that this is not so. This leads to the consideration of cusps.
Throughout the remainder of this section 0 will denote a univalent mapping of the unit disk D into itself with image G = 0(D). For simplicity it will be assumed that GnT = {1} . The region G is said to have a cusp at 1 [P, p. 256] if ( 
This inequality, known as the Koebe distortion theorem, is an elementary consequence of the Schwarz lemma and Koebe's one-quarter theorem [G, p. 13] . It can be used to prove that bounded univalent functions lie in 38o. Indeed, if 0 £ 3So, there is a ö > 0 and a sequence (z") in D with \z"\ -> 1 and
(1 -|z"|)|0'(z")| > ö for all n. Hence dist(0(z"), dG) > S/4, so 0(z") has a cluster point in G, contradicting the fact that 0 is a proper map. Theorem 4 provides a negative result. 
Conclusion
Although the conditions of Theorems 1 and 2 provide succinct analytic conditions on a function 0 in order that it induce compact composition operators, it is desirable to have more geometric conditions. For example, it is clear from Section 3 that if 0 is a conformai mapping which has only a finite number of nontangential cusps on the unit circle T and no other points of contact, then C¿ will be compact on 33o . This raises the question of whether or not there is a 0 e 38o such that 0(D) n T is infinite and Q, is compact on 33o . In this regard, it is known that if 0 has nontangential limit of modulus one on a set of positive measure, then 0 has an angular derivative at some point and so C^ is not compact [Sh, p. 71] . Further information about compact operators considered from a geometric point of view, especially on H2 , can be found in [Sh] and [SSS] .
Finally, if 0 e 330 and Q is compact, then log ,_X, } e 38o for all w £T.
Is the converse of this true?
